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travel with us
Business

presentation
Asciutti s.r.l is history and present of the logistics sector.
Our corporate philosophy guides us into the future.
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History Asciutti s.r.l
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The activity of the Asciutti’s family in the freight transport field, 

began in the early 70s with the establishment by Asciutti Ezio of 

a one-man band. 

Over the years, thanks to the commitment and passion of the 

founder's children, the company has grown under his first son 

control, Asciutti Massimo, making the company become in 

1984 a limited company, Asciutti s.r.l. transport and logistics.
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Mission & Vision
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The company has an international orientation, which aims at 

continuous technological and professional development in 

order to offer to the customer safety and quality services.

Our main interest is to respect and protect our company and the 

environment in which we operate, through the continuous upda-

ting of the fleet and intermodal logistics planning.

Traveling philosophy
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Our young and dynamic team, in continuous professional and 

cultural growth, supported by modern IT technologies,

makes the company the ideal logistic partner for all the type of 

companies.
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what do we do
Service card

Transport or logistics, our partners choose
Asciutti s.r.l for its professionalism and experience.
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Road transport
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We provide full-load, part-load and groupage road transport ser-

vices through a fleet of state-of-art proprietary vehicles in order to 

reduce polluting emissions; each vehicle is equipped with a satelli-

te GPS system that allow us to keep an exact position under con-

trol. 

The experience and professionalism of our travelling staff, guaran-

tee the satisfaction of every customer need and request. We offer 

our customer a several types of trailers: 

    Tarpaulin Trailer Trailer,
    (Lunghezza 13,62 m, Larghezza 2,48 m, Altezza 2,70 m);
    Mega Trailer Trailer,
    (Lunghezza 13,62 m, Larghezza 2,48 m, Altezza 2,90 m);
    Open Trailer Trailer,
    (Lunghezza 13,62 m, Larghezza 2,48 m, Altezza 2,70 m).



Intermodal transport
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Attention and respect for the environment have encouraged us to 

develop road-rail or road-ship transport solutions using our own 

swap bodies and containers.

Trusting relationships with our intermodal partners allow us to com-

bine the different modes of transport, giving the customer benefits 

in terms of:

    Environmental and economic sustainability,
    
    Security and reliability,
    
    Precision,
    
    Multimodality.

Logistics
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Our experience enables us to menage for the customer both the 

logistics processes that preceded the production from the provision 

to stock goods, both the processes of post-production such as stora-

ge and distribution of finished goods.

We offer customers an indoor area of 5.000 mq and an outdoor 

area of 20.000 mq, with the possibility to use a third party wa-

rehouse according to specific customer requirements. We are orga-

nised to assist our customers in outsourcing logistics services at va-

rious levels:

    2 PL or second-party logistics,
    goods storage and transport organisation;
    3 PL or third-party logistics,
    in addition to storage of goods we also provide
    cross-docking, stock control and reverse logistics services.
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Sectors and Geographical areas
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We are operating throughout the national area with full-load or 

groupage transports, and we also perform and organize transpor-

ts in the European Union and outside the Europe, not only using 

uor drivers but also using a selected list of trusted partners throu-

ghout Europe.

Our strength are the northen and the easter European routes, 

Greece and Turkey. The sectors in which we are most involved are:

    Iron and steel sector;

    Chemical sector;

    Metalworking sector;

    Energy;

    Furniture;

    Trade fairs and Events.
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Strada delle Campore, 37
05100 - Terni, Italia

Phone: +39 0744 800378

info@asciutti.com
www.asciutti.com

Contacts




